
I’ve always been about race.
It’s genetic, don’t you know that.
I was born, and I knew what my father 
believed.
I had to work twice as hard
do twice as much
to come in second to a while boy.

My father was light-skinned.
I remember feeling ashamed because I wasn’t light-skinned.
My brothers weren’t light.
My father dating only very dark women.
As if to say, “Sons, there’s
nothing wrong with being dark.”
But I was a glass half-empty.
All I saw were beautiful women
who loved a light-skinned man.

My best friend in 4th grade was an Asian boy.
I got into a fight with another friend, he
was white.
All the white kids who surrounded us
rooted for the other guy.
My name’s Emile. 
I looked up and saw my best friend, Michael Lu.
He was rooting for the other guy too.

My mother survived the Nigerian Civil War.
She had never told me about it because it was 
painful.
My family was hunted and interned in death camps.
My grandmother snuck the 
children to safety in the African
night on the river.
My grandfather was a doctor. When they caught
him, that was the only reason he survived; they
needed a doctor to tend their soldiers.

I never knew who I was.
My mother told me her story, and
I can tell you who I am because I know that even
before I was born, I was strong enough 
to survive the Nigerian Civil War.



Nate: 
They never used my name

I went through the whole process alone- no family, no friends 

They said… because no one was there with me, that no one cared.

Gino: 
When I came to prison as a lifer I began the process of disappearing

First good friends gave up staying in contact.

It seemed clear that I was forgotten. (whispered)

Nate:

They never used my name, I was called defendant

And from there I became a number.

It seemed clear that I was forgotten (whispered)

G:
Every time the mail gets passed out- I disappear (whispered)

N:
Every weekend that goes by and I don't get a visit- I disappear

G:
Every time I hear about the death of a friend or a family member- I 
disappear

Each year I eat another Christmas meal in prison- I disappear

N:
Each time someone I know in prison paroles- I disappear 

G:
When I see new lifers, many of them young- in their twenties- I 
disappear

Gino:
20 years into my sentence and the world spins on without me

so in a way my life has already disappeared.





Gino…

The Best She Can
Intro verse:

I never understood the sacrifice
……that she made
She never has no one to hold her tight
Except the kids that she raised.

We can’t give away the look we haven’t got
It just don’t work that way
Her father betrayed her trust
I tried but couldn’t take her pain.

Chorus:
I took what you gave
And blamed you for the mess I made
I just gotta let you know
It took a while but I let go
I get this feeling
That you’re right here and
I just wanna celebrate
All that I appreciate

Interlude:
This is for my mother, my hero
She walks with God right now
She taught me how to walk and how to run
And what being a man is all about

Like a lioness, protection she gave me
In spite of all the troubles she raised me
I’m sorry for the pain I put you in
Didn’t know you’d die along while I was in prison

Chorus

Bridge:
I think sometimes we forget
She just does the best she can

Chorus



I’m an invisible man and it placed me in a hole- or showed me the hole 

I was in and I reluctantly accepted the fact.  

Let me be honest with you- a feat that by the way- I find of the 

upmost difficulty.  When one is invisible he finds such problems 

as good and evil, honesty and dishonesty, of such shifting shapes

that he confuses one with the other depending on who happens 

to be looking through him at the time.

Well now I have been trying to look through myself, and there is risk in 

it.  

I was never more hated then when I have tried to be honest. Or 

when, even as now, I’ve tried to articulate exactly what I felt to 

be the truth. 

No one is ever satisfied, not even me. 

There is, by the way, an area in which mans feelings are more 

rational than his mind, and it is precisely in that area that his will 

is pulled in several directions at the same time.  You might sneer 

at this, but I know now.  

I was this way and that for longer than I can remember, and my 

problem was that I always tried to go in everyone’s way but my own.

I have also been called one thing and then another while no one really 

wished to hear what I called myself. So after years of trying to adopt 

the opinions of others I finally rebelled. 



You go along for years knowing something is wrong, and then suddenly

you are transparent as air. 

At first you tell yourself it is all a dirty joke, or that it is due to 

the political situation.  But deep down you come to suspect that 

you’re yourself to blame, and you stand naked and shivering 

before millions of eyes that look through you unseeingly. 

Why all this passion towards conformity anyway?  Diversity is the

word. 

America is woven of many strands: I would recognize them and 

let is so remain.  It is “ winner take nothing” that is the great 

truth of our country. 

Life is to be lived, not controlled.  I have made a decision I’m shaking 

off the old skin and I’ll leave it here in the hole.  

And I suppose it’s damn well time. Even hibernations can be 

overdone, come to think of it. 

Being invisible and without substance, a disembodied voice, as it were,

what else could I do but speak. What else but try to tell you what was 

really happening when your eyes were looking through? And who 

knows I may even speak for you?



- I am black

- I am one color or I can be many

- I am permanent 

- I cannot be erased

- I hide who you are and I come who you want to be

- I will live forever

- I am the past, present and future

- I will cover your mistakes

- I am bound by your flesh

- I am a print, stain or art

- I am a true addiction

- I penetrate skin or paper

- I am both your regrets and your daily affirmation

- Scribble, shade draw or write

- I promise to live longer than you

- To much can kill

- I am sometimes too hard to see

- It lightens or darkens

- I can even fade away

- Thickens or things

- I hurt

- Enough will make you disappear 

- I am beautiful



- White out is my sickness

- I am my faith

- It is my skin color and my skin

- I will never leave you



Let me start by confirming some things you already may be thinking

I am not male

I am not Black or Hispanic.  I have never been openly discriminated against because of my race
or religion.  I have never been racially profiled.

I have never been incarcerated.

I have never been arrested or detained.

I have never been in a gang.

I have never taken illegal drugs.  I have never even taken a drag off of a cigarette.

No one in my family came home drunk and angry or forgot to feed me because they were high.

I have always had a clean clothes and a comfortable home.

I grew up in a nice neighborhood. We rode bikes, swam in swimming pools, played Monopoly.

I was not afraid.

I was not abused.

I have never gone hungry.

I have never experienced physical violence.

I have never witnessed a loved one experience physical violence.

I am not you.

I have not seen the things you have seen.

I have not walked a mile , or even a step, in your shoes.

In fact in a dozen of ways I am probably the opposite of you. 

So what can I possibly have to say to you? 

I can say that despite all our differences, despite that we are worlds apart, we can come 
together for a common cause.


